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General Cystic Fibrosis Mutations 
Are Usually Missense Mutations 
Affecting Two Specific Protein 
Domains and Associated with a 
Specific RFLP Marker Haplotype
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Abstract
Some 250 different mutations have so far been screened in the 
cystic fibrosis (CF) gene. The 50 nonsense, 33 splicing and 60 
frameshift mutations are randomly distributed within the 
gene, unlike the 107 missense mutations or amino acid dele
tions. A large excess of missense mutations affects the exons 
encoding the first transmembrane (MSI) and first ATP-bind- 
ing fold (NBF1) domains. Sixty-four of the 107 missense 
mutations may be classified as private, demie, local and gener
al mutations on the basis of their geographic distribution in 
Europe. Private and demie mutations are randomly distribut
ed within the gene; local and general mutations are not. It is 
well known that some RFLP markers are in linkage disequilib
rium with some mutations. Private, demie and local muta
tions are randomly associated with each class of RFLP haplo
types. In contrast, general mutations, frequent and infrequent, 
are not randomly associated with RFLP markers. General 
mutations usually affect a specific part of the gene and are 
more likely to be associated with a specific RFLP marker. This 
suggests the existence of selective factors favoring these muta
tions, a hypothesis formerly postulated as a possible cause of 
the high frequency of the disease.
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meiotic drive [8-13], But this balanced poly
morphism hypothesis cannot be easily tested, 
either statistically, because the required sam
ple size would be too large [7], or physiologi
cally, because the CFTR protein is still under 
study.

Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal reces
sive disease due to a deleterious mutation in a 
chloride channel gene (CFTR = CF trans
membrane conductance regulator), located on 
chromosome 7. From a biological point of 
view, molecular cloning of the gene [ 1 ], purifi
cation of the protein, and subsequent analyses 
will increase understanding of the molecular 
and cellular physiopathology of CF (chronic 
obstructive lung disease and pancreatic en
zyme insufficiency).

From a medical point of view, identifica
tion of a large number of deleterious muta
tions and of microsatellite sequences within 
the CFTR gene provides a highly effective 
means of prenatal diagnosis or even, in some 
specific populations, of carrier screening [2- 
5]. CF is a notorious conundrum in popula
tion genetics. Why is this disease so frequent 
among Caucasians but unknown in other pop
ulations? In Caucasians, the mean prevalence 
at birth is 1 in 2,500. According to the Hardy- 
Weinberg law, this means that the frequency 
of the mutation, or more exactly, the frequen
cy of the cluster of deleterious mutations of 
the CFTR gene, is equal to 2%, and unaf
fected carriers are numerous - 4%, or 1 in 25. 
How could a lethal mutation have reached 
such a frequency?

Since the early sixties, population geneti
cists have developed various hypotheses and 
models. A balance between negative selection 
and recurrent mutations was ruled out long 
before molecular data provided definitive evi
dence, and genetic drift [6-8] may be ques
tionable. What frequency of the AF508 muta
tion would genetic drift have produced in 
remote eras (neolithic or paleolithic) before 
natural selection lowered it to the present 
1.5%? So the only surviving model postulates 
selective factors favoring CF mutations 
through heterozygote advantage and/or

Between October 1989 and December
1992, 250 mutations were characterized on 
the CF gene in a worldwide survey conducted 
by the Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Con
sortium (see Appendix). In this study, the car
tographic location of the observed CF muta
tions was analyzed depending on their respec
tive nature (nonsense, splicing, frameshift or 
missense), using a null hypothesis of random 
mutation at each potential site. Molecular 
data were examined to see if they pointed to 
the possible existence of selective factors fa
voring CF mutations. The set of CF muta
tions was thus classified on the basis of geo
graphic distribution. Each class of mutation 
was then analyzed according to the distribu
tion of mutations within the gene or peptide 
chain, and according to the associated RFLP 
markers in linkage disequilibria.

Material and Methods

Since identification of the predominant AF508 mu
tation of the CFTR in 1989 [14] and subsequent study 
in all populations [15-17], the CF gene has been exten
sively screened. Our analysis refers to the 250 different 
mutations (50 nonsense, 33 splicing, 60 frameshift and 
107 missense mutations or amino acid deletions) listed 
by the Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consortium in 
December 1992 (partly confidential data). CF muta
tions were characterized within samples, ranging from 
29,567 CF chromosomes for the predominant AF508 
mutation to a few hundred CF chromosomes for pri
vate mutations. For most of the mutations, a few thou
sand CF chromosomes were studied.

For each kind of mutation, the observed distribu
tion of mutations between the exons of the CF gene 
was compared to the expected distribution using a null 
hypothesis of random mutation at potential sites, de
pending on the respective natures of the studied muta
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tions. Since the CF gene sequence is known [18], the 
expected random distribution of mutations was calcu
lated using either the respective and variable exon 
length for frameshift or missense mutations, or the 
potential sites within the DNA sequence for splicing or 
nonsense mutations. Exons 6a and 6b, 14a and 14b, 
and 17a and 17b were not distinguished. The gene is 
therefore partitioned in 24 exons and 23 introns. The 
cartographic location of the missense mutations be
tween the domains of the protein has been studied by 
grouping the corresponding exons.

Only 155 CF mutations out of the total of 250 
could be divided into the following four classes on the 
basis of geographic distribution because the more re
cently characterized mutations cannot yet be classified 
in this way: private mutations observed only once in 
the worldwide survey of the Cystic Fibrosis Consor
tium; demie mutations observed twice or more, but 
within the same population; local mutations observed 
in two or three closed populations or countries, and 
general mutations observed everywhere, or in most 
countries. Such classification is provisional because 
some private mutations may have been misclassified 
since most of the laboratories did not test all the identi
fied mutations within their patients’ DNA. Some pri
vate mutations may therefore actually be demie or 
even local.

A great number of molecular markers has been 
detected near the CFTR locus, especially RFLPs like 
XV2dTaq\ and KM19/fttl [19]. Depending on the 
presence or absence of the respective endonuclease 
sites, there are four kinds of haplotypic or chromosom
al combinations: A = B = (-,+) C = (+,-), or D = 
(+,+). Since 1986, molecular analyses of RFLP haplo
types within affected and control individuals have pro
vided evidence for a close association between the B 
haplotype and the disease. This association was proba
bly due to a high disequilibrium between this marker 
and one predominant or several deleterious alleles. 
This hypothesis proved correct after identification of 
AF508 by Kerem et al. [14], The expected random 
associations between mutations and each kind of 
RFLP were calculated according to the mean Euro
pean frequency of these RFLP haplotypes on normal 
chromosomes [16].

The significance level (p value) of %2 tests was cal
culated using the tabulated values, except for statistical 
tests for which sample size were too small. In these 
cases, the exact p values were computed, using a turbo- 
Pascal program [20] which generates the exact proba
bility distribution of y}.

Results and Discussion

Cartographic Distribution of the 250 CF 
Mutations
The cartographic distribution is shown in 

table 1. As there is no disparity between ob
served and expected distributions, splicing 
and frameshift mutations may be considered 
to be randomly distributed. This conclusion is 
still valid when exons are grouped in order to 
obtain expected numbers higher than 5. Four 
years ago molecular geneticists started their 
hunt for CF mutations other than AF508, 
nonrandomly with regard to the domains or 
exons. The random distribution of splicing or 
frameshift mutations suggests that the whole 
gene has now been screened so there is no 
more census bias in the cartographic distribu
tion of some kinds of mutations. The hypoth
esis of the existence of a mutation hot spot 
[17, 21] must therefore be questioned, at least 
for this kind of mutation (splicing, frame- 
shift).

The test value for the distribution of non
sense mutations is borderline, even when 
grouping exons. If significant, the low number 
of nonsense mutations in the protein C-termi- 
nal would be in agreement with the observa
tion that deletions of this domain may not 
affect protein activity [22],

There is a highly significant disparity be
tween the observed and expected distribution 
of missense mutations or amino acid dele
tions (table 1, last column). As previously 
noted [21], there is an excess of mutations in 
NBF1 as well as in MSI. An alternative expla
nation of the existence of a mutation hot spot 
in this part of the gene is that amino acid sub
stitutions in MSI or in NBF1 are far more 
critical for protein folding than missense mu
tations affecting MS2 or NBF2.

Sixty-four missense mutations out a total 
of 107 could be classified according to their 
geographic dispersion. Private and demie
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Table 1. Disparity between observed and expected distributions of CF mutations depend
ing on their nature

MutationsExona
frameshift missense and 

aa deletions
splicingnonsense

obs. exp.obs. exp.obs. exp.
obs. exp.

1.290.73 01.27 00.48 111
2.691.50 20 1.27 11.8332
2.592 1.45 61.271.64 243

8 5.198 2.913 1.272.0244
2.171.23 31.27 10 0.77 15
7.023.94 53 2.54 13.566 a+b 1

13 4.456 3.330 1.270 2.227
1.25 0 2.231.27 01.54 118

4.400 2.48 21.272.02 109
4.632 2.60 72 1.272.31310

1.30 13 2.311.271.16 1 1411
2.111.18 32 1.27 11.25112

9 17.4112 9.761.279.06 1813
2 4.062.54 2.281 14 1.4514 a+b
3 6.013.360 1.27 42.02115

1.951.09 10 1.27 10 0.3916
17 9.113 5.103.56 2 2.54417 a+b

1.38 2.451.27 0 10.96 3018
3.38 2 6.011.27 842.8919 5
2.10 7 3.761.27 32.41 3220
1.23 2 2.171.27 21.35 0321

4.192 2.35 10 1.271.5422 1
2.520 1.41 01.271.35 2023
4.762.68 010 2.2224

60 1073350Total
109.4X2 31.617.5934.8

<io-40.110.720.056P

The expected distribution was calculated using the potential nonsense mutation sites in 
the coding sequence, or the potential number of splicing mutation sites (introns 6a and 6b 
have been unified as have 14a and 14b, and 17a and 17b), or the respective length of various 
exons for frameshift and missense mutations, aa = Amino acid; obs. = observed; exp. = 
expected.
a For splicing mutations, the number in this column refer to the intron.
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Table 2. Disparity between the observed and random expected distributions between the domains of the 
CFTR protein for missense mutations and amino acid deletions

Domains of Missense mutations 
the protein local generalprivate demietotal

obs. exp. obs. exp. obs. exp.obs. exp. obs. exp.

1.08 0 0.45 0 0.45 0 0.41N terminal 2 3.98 1
2.836.82 3 2.83 4 4 2.5935 23.65 9MSI

3.64 4 1.5125 13.45 5 1.51 5 6 1.38NBF1
0 1.954.72 1.95 0 1.799 17.41 3 1R

2.64 3 2.6424 23.58 6.39 1 0 2.42MS2 5
1.81 0 1.8112 16.13 6 4.37 3 1 1.66NBF2

0 1.98 0 0.82 0 0.82 0C terminal 0 7.28 0.75

12Total 29 12 11107
X2 7.6 13.6 21.928.8 4.73

<10-3<5-10-4 0.0350.110.4P

Only 64 missense mutations out of a total of 107 could be assigned as private, demie, local or general, obs. = 
Observed; exp. = expected.

Table 3. Classification of the set of CF mutations 
according to their geographic pattern

mutations are randomly distributed within 
the CF gene, whereas local, and especially 
general, mutations are not (table 2). Both of 
these classes are almost always mutations 
within MSI and NBF1 domains. The fact 
that private and demie mutations are ran
domly distributed while local and general 
mutations, the so-called successful mutations, 
are mostly confined to specific locations in 
the peptide chain, is in agreement with the 
hypothesis of selective factors favoring the 
expansion of these mutations. It is hardly 
likely that migration, founder effect or genet
ic drift would have only favored the spread of 
19 MSI or NFB1 missense mutations out a 
total of 23.

Class of Number of Percent of Percent of
mutation mutations the total the total CF

number chromosomes

Private
Demie
Local
General

73 47 0.25
35 23 5
30 19 10
17 11 84.75

tations, though numerous, only account for 
0.25% of CF chromosomes, due, of course, to 
their very low relative frequency. General 
mutations account for 11 % of the cluster but 
for nearly 85% of all CF chromosomes (the 
prevalent AF508 mutation accounts for 67% 
of them).

Geographic Dispersion 
The classification of the 155 mutations of 

the cluster is reported in table 3. Private mu-
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New Zealand
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Canada
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Fig. 1. Geographie distribution of a few local cystic fibrosis mutations (points refer to coun
tries where a mutation has been screened, not to the location of the mutation within each coun
try).

Without any general mutations, CF would 
be a very rare disease (one affected newborn 
in more than 100,000), which is probably the 
case in non-Caucasian populations. Even 
without AF508, CF would be a common re
cessive disease (one in 23,000). The fact that 
CF is so frequent among Caucasians is only 
due to general mutations, especially AF508, 
which from a population genetics standpoint 
are ‘successful mutations’ because they have 
diffused in most populations. Each of these 
mutations has reached a frequency which is 
not in agreement with mutation-selection bal
ance, or even with genetic drift for AF508.

The geographic pattem of local mutations 
(fig. 1) reflects the common origin and histo
ry of population migrations, for instance be
tween Germany, Bohemia and Slovakia, be

tween Germany and France, France and En
gland, France and Canada, and particularly 
between Europe as a whole and North 
America.

Association of CF Mutations with RFLP 
Markers
To date, 47 mutations (15 private, 9 

demie, 6 local and 17 general) have been 
reported together with their associated RFLP 
haplotypes. Table 4 shows the observed num
bers of mutations for each class of mutation 
and each kind of associated RFLP haplotype. 
Two general mutations (S549N and R553X) 
were associated with two different haplotypes 
and were entered as two halves for each haplo
type.
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Table 4. Numbers of observed mutations associat
ed with each kind of RFLP haplotype, for each geo
graphic class of CF mutation, and expected numbers of 
mutations assuming that RFLP haplotypes and muta
tions are randomly associated

order to explain the high disease frequency. 
Such selective factors, if they exist, could have 
been connected with a specific kind of muta
tion, thus leading to their geographic spread. 
Two kinds of selective factors may exist: those 
acting according to whether or not a mutation 
affects the MSI or NBF1 domain, and those 
acting according to whether or not a mutation 
occurs on a B chromosome.

The B sequence is probably not responsible 
for the selection, but could be a marker in 
linkage disequilibrium both with the CFTR 
locus and another gene or DNA sequence 
responsible for selective effects (or meiotic 
drive). In this case, CF mutations could have 
been driven by hitchhiking, as previously sug
gested [23].

CF is a very peculiar disease in terms of 
population genetics analysis. The severity of 
the disease, and its frequency, have resulted 
in the rapid accumulation of much data, since 
well over one hundred laboratories perform 
RFLP analyses in prenatal diagnosis and 
identify mutations for biological and medical 
purposes. Within less than 5 years, since poly
morphism inside and around the gene has 
been better elucidated than in most diseases. 
It is therefore to be hoped that analysis of the 
cellular biology and physiology of the CFTR 
protein, as well as the search for other genes 
acting on the variable expressivity of the dis
ease, will provide answers to the questions 
that have long puzzled population geneticists.

Class of 
RFLP

Class of mutation

private demie local general

RFLP A obs. 5
exp. 5.17 3.11 2.07 5.87

5 2 3

RFLP B obs. 2
exp. 2.47 1.47 0.99 2.81

2 8.51

2 3.5RFLP C obs. 5
exp. 5.49 3.29 2.19 6.21

1

0RFLP D obs. 3
exp. 1.87 1.13 0.75 2.11

2 2

9 6Total 15 17
X2 0.8 3.6 1.8 14.1

0.84 0.3 0.6 <5-10-3P

obs. = Observed; exp. = expected.

There is clearly no disparity between the 
random expected and the observed distribu
tions of associated RFLPs within private, 
demie and local mutations. In contrast, there 
is a large excess of B-associated haplotypes 
within the general mutations. Not only is 
AF508 largely associated with the B haplo
type, but so too are some of the most frequent 
secondary mutations, namely 621 + 1G —> T, 
A455E, 1717-1 G-*T, G542X, S549N, 
G551D, W1282X, andN1303K.

Overspread or so-called successful muta
tions seem to be more often associated with a 
B haplotype, although this marker is the least 
frequent among normal chromosomes. This 
fact may be consistent with the existence of 
selective factors postulated by advocates of 
meiotic drive or heterozygote advantage in
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Appendix

List of the members of the Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consortium

Meitinger, U München, FRG 
Molano, Madrid, Spain 
Morel, Lyon, France 
Morgan, McGill, Canada

Nukiwa, Tokyo, Japan

Ober, U Chicago, USA 
Olek, U Bonn, FRG 
Orr, U Minnesota, USA

Pignatti, U Verona, Italy 
Pivetta, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Ramsay, SAIMR, South Africa 
Richards, GeneScreen, USA 
Romeo, Gaslini, Genoa, Italy 
Rowley, Rochester, USA 
Rozen, Montreal, Canada

Scheffer, U Groningen,
The Netherlands 

Schmidtke, Hannover, FRG 
Schwartz, U Copenhagen, 

Denmark
Sebastio, Naples, Italy 
Seltzer, U Colorado, USA 
Super, Manchester, UK

Thibodeau, Rochester, USA 
Traystman, U Nebraska, USA 
Trembath, ICH, London, UK 
Tümmier, Hannover, FRG

Verellen-Dumoulin, Brussels, 
Belgium

Willems, Antwerp, Belgium 
Williamson, St Mary’s, London, 

UK

Goossens, Créteil, France 
Graham, Belfast, UK

Halley, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands 

Harris, Oxford, UK 
Higgins, Birmingham, UK 
Highsmith, NC Memorial 

Hospital, USA 
Hood, California Institute 

Technology, USA 
Hortst, Münster, FRG

Jaume-Roig, Son Dureta, Spain 
Jones, WGH Edinburgh, UK

Kalaydjieva, Sofia, Bulgaria 
Kant, U Pennsylvania, USA 
Kerem, Jerusalem, Israel 
Kitzis, CHU Paris, France 
Klinger, Integrated Genetics, USA 
Knight, London, UK 
Komel, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia 
Krueger, Hahnemann, USA 
Kulozik, U Ulm, FRG

Lavinha, Lisbon, Portugal 
Le Gall, Rennes, France 
Lissens, Vrije U, Brussels, Belgium 
Loukopoulos, Athens, Greece 
Lucotte, Collège de France, Paris, 

France

Macek, Free U, Berlin, FRG 
Malik, Basel, Switzerland 
Mao, Collaborative Research,

USA
Mathew, Guy’s, Ixmdon, UK 
Mazurczak, Warsaw, Poland

Amos, Boston U, USA 
Anvret, Stockholm, Sweden

Baranov, Leningrad, Russia 
Barton, Cambridge, UK 
Beaudet, Baylor, USA 
Boué, Paris, France

Cao, U Cagliari, Italy 
Carbonara, Torino, Italy 
Cassiman, U Leuven, Belgium 
Cheadle, U Wales, UK 
Claustres, Montpellier, France 
Cochaux, Brussels, Belgium 
Collin, U Michigan, USA 
Coskun, Hacettepe U, Turkey 
Coutelle, Berlin, FRG 
Cutting, Johns Hopkins, USA

Dallapiccola, Rome, Italy 
Dean, NCI Frederick, USA 
De Arce, Dublin, Ireland 
de la Chapelle, Helsinki, Finland 
Desnick, Mount Sinai, New York, 

USA

Edkins, Perth, Australia 
Efremov, Skopje, Yugoslavia 
Elies, St Mary’s, Manchester, UK 
Erlich, Cetus, USA 
Estivili, Barcelona, Spain

Ferec, Brest, France 
Ferrari, Milano, Italy

George, Christchurch,
New Zealand 

Gerard, Harvard, USA 
Gilbert, Cornell, New York, USA 
Godet, Villeurbanne, France
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